SOFTWARE SOLUTION

TRAMIGO CLOUD
TRAMIGO CLOUD FLEET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
TramigoCloud provides customers with all the beneﬁts of a top-end enterprise ﬂeet
management software system without any need for large upfront payments, complex server
setup, or maintenance requirements. TramigoCloud allows you to track your ﬂeet behind a
secure web login and puts a full control center within your reach wherever you go.
TRACK & MORE
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TRAMIGO CLOUD FEATURES
LIVE TRACKING and live location on
an interactive map

GEOFENCING to get alerts when vehicle
moves in /out of the zone

REPORTS with more detailed data and
history reports for a time range

EXPORT REPORTS for all type of
reports to an excel ﬁle

CUSTOM LANDMARKS to display
unique locator for better ﬂeet control

MAINTENANCE reminders and get
notiﬁed for maintenance alerts

DIAGNOSTICS RESET to diagnose your
vehicle’s health and reset DTC

ADVANCED FLEET MANAGEMENT no
matter how many vehicles
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ADVANCED SECURITY
TramigoCloud Set up and conﬁgure your tracking solution ready-to-go in minutes.

ACCESS ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Group Vehicle 1
Group Vehicle 4

Group Vehicle 3

Group Vehicle 2

Group Vehicle 1

DEVICE ABC

DEVICE EFG

TramigoCloud allows you to track your
ﬂeet behind a user-friendly secure web login and
puts a full control center within your reach
wherever you go. TramigoCloud interface is
easy to navigate and enables users to perform
tasks with minimum effort and time.

DEVICE XYZ

SMART FLEET MANAGEMENT FOR MEDIUM AND LARGE FLEET OWNERS

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY
Monitor driver’s routes and task allocation to ensure
eﬃciency and effective work process. Ensure that the
vehicle is always on-time and align to dispatch schedules.
Comprehensive reporting allows user to access ﬁles in 4
(four) different formats: pdf, html, xls and csv. Report
provides information on driving habits, gasoline
consumption, track route, speed limit, idle time, etc.
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